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ABSTRACT

Whether a tidal creek erodes, accretes, or migrates depends on the biota, flow 

regime, and suspended sediment load, which are all related to and dependent upon the 

spatial pattern of the network through which the water flows. The topology of self similar 

patterns such as that exhibited by drainage networks may be quantified by their fractal 

dimension, a measure which does not suffer from scale dependencies as do traditional 

sinuosity measures. The degree o f meandering in transgressing salt marsh drainage 

networks is empirically estimated as a fractal dimension using the functional box-counting 

technique. Variations of this technique are compared with each other, as well as with 

theoretically derived estimates o f the fractal dimension. While establishing the fractal 

nature o f the patterns, the Box-counting technique does not adequately determine the 

exact fractal dimensions of the patterns. An alternate method of quantifying the fractal 

behavior is employed by fitting the values derived from the Richardson plots to a 

hyperbolic curve.



QUANTIFICATION OF TIDAL CREEK NETWORK PATTERNS 
USING FRACTAL METHODS



INTRODUCTION

Since Mandelbrot's innovative speculation on the fractal nature of stream networks 

there has been a fair amount of work to confirm and refine his ideas and predictions. Forms 

can be described as having a fractal structure if they are self similar over a range of scales of 

resolution, and exhibit increasing detail of form with increasing resolution (Mandelbrot, 1982, 

Tarboton,1988, La Barbera,1989). Many patterns in nature have been found to exhibit fractal 

behavior, such as cloud densities, carbon black particles, and landscape characteristics such 

as soil type, vegetation type, and river networks. Tidal channel networks, which may be 

highly branched and sinuous, provide an example of a pattern which is self similar with 

changing resolution. If one could take a photograph of a tidal network and enlarge a section 

of it, one would still see a branched and sinuous pattern. Likewise, an enlargement of this 

section would reveal more detail of the network, which would also be branched and sinuous. 

Fractal geometry allows the quantification of self similar patterns which previously had to be 

described in qualitative terms such as tortuous, grainy, or dendritic (Mandelbrot, 1982). The 

degree to which a tidal channel network is branched and sinuous may be measured by its 

fractal dimension. Fractal geometry also provides a method to realistically model natural 

systems.

I propose that the morphodynamic feedback processes of the marsh drainage network 

pattern, in concert with the laws of minimum energy dissipation, create a self organized 

process, whose telltale fractal insignia can be used to quantitatively compare critical states of
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individual marsh systems. A thorough investigation of this idea is not within the scope of this 

work, instead as a beginning, some basic groundwork has been laid. Tidal channel networks 

seem intuitively to be fractal in nature. This project rigorously establishes the fractal nature 

of tidal channel networks, and produces quantitative estimates of their fractal dimension. The 

methodology of the "box-counting" technique is employed and investigated, and a new 

variation is applied.
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FRACTAL DIMENSION AND ITS ESTIMATION

The formal definition of a fractal object, according to Mandelbrot (1982), is a set for 

which the Hausdorff Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds the topological dimension. For 

purposes of this project, a fractal object is one which exhibits increasing detail of form with 

increasing resolution, and which also is self similar across a range of resolutions (Mandelbrot, 

1982, Tarboton, 1988, La Barbera, 1989).

An example of an ideal fractal curve is the von Koch snowflake, invented around 1904 

(Figure 1). The curve is constructed through an iterative procedure in which each segment 

of the curve, called the initiator, is replaced with a pattern of segments, the generator. Each 

segment of the new curve is then replaced with the generator, and this process may continue 

infinitely. The generator consists of N=4 segments and the length of each segment is modified 

by a scaling factor of r=l/3  of the length of the initiator segment, so each iteration increases 

the length of the entire curve by 4/3. Other examples are given in Figure 1. The von Koch 

curve is exactly self similar since increasing levels of magnification produce patterns which 

are identical.

The self similarity of a fractal pattern allows one to predict the degree of change in a 

topological measure of interest, e.g. length, from the amount of change of scale. This relation 

can be quantified by the fractal dimension of the object. Consider a straight line segment, 

which has an integer, or Euclidean dimension of 1. If the line is partitioned into N=4 equal

4



Figure 1. Von Koch Curve and Variations

Initiator —>
r e p l a c e d  by

Generator—>
N = 4,  r = 1 / 3 ,  
D = l o g ( 4 ) / l o g ( 3 ) =

Generator->

N = 8 ,  r = l / 4 ,  
D = l o g ( 8 ) / l o g ( 4 ) =

Generator—>

D = ! o g  ( 9  ) / l o g  ( 3 )  =

(From Voss, 1988)
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size segments, then each segment is scaled by r=l/(N ‘) or 1/4 (Figure 2). Similarly, a square 

on a two dimensional plane may be divided into N=4 similar squares. Each square is scaled 

by r= l/(N I/2), or 1/2. It can be seen that for any euclidean dimension D, an object with N 

similar parts, scaled down by a ratio of r gives:

N  * r D = 1

and so for any object of N self similar parts, scaled by a ratio of r from the whole, the fractal 

or similarity dimension is:

D = log(AQ
log(l/r)

Remembering that for the von Koch snowflake, each generator consists of N=4 similar 

parts, each scaled r= 1/3 from the next higher level, the fractal dimension = log(4)/log(3), 

about 1.26. This non-Euclidean dimension between one and two describes the decree to 

which the curve fills up the space of the two dimensional plane. The fractal dimension can be 

used to characterize higher dimension objects, for example topography over a plane, with 

fractal dimension between 2 and 3, or xyz coordinates over time, with fractal dimension 

between 3 and 4.

Many natural patterns and processes exhibit fractal characteristics over a range of 

resolutions. These natural patterns, such as a coastline or stream pattern, expressing 

increasing detail and self similarity at different resolutions are considered nonideal or 

stochastic fractals. Richardson (1961) examined the relationship between the measured length 

of a coastline and the scales of the unit measure used to calculate it. The smaller the length

6



Figure 2. Interpretation of Standard Integer Dimension Figures in Terms of Exact 
Self-similarity and Extension to Non-integer Dimensioned Fractals

1-D N ports,  scaled by rat io r = l / N  

N r 1 = 1

2 - 0  N parts,  scaled by rat io r = 1 / N 1̂ 2

N r 2 = 1

/ ^ / /  3 -D  N parts, scaled by rat io r = 1 / N 1̂

GENERALIZE

for  an o b j e c t  o f  N p o r t s ,  e a c h  s c a l e d  down 

by a r a t i o  r f r o m  t he  w ho l e

N r D =  1

defines the f ractal  ( s imi lar i t y )  dimension D

D =  l o g  N 
l o g  1 /  r

(From Voss, 1988)
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of the unit measure, the longer is the total measured coastline length, since smaller 'rulers' 

capture smaller undulations of the coastline. If the coastline is very sinuous, then decreasing 

lengths of unit measure increase the total measured length of the coastline relatively more than 

would the same change in unit length for a straighter, smoother coastline.

If a coastline is measured with ruler length 'r', then:

length = r*N(r)

where N(r) is the number of steps required to traverse the coastline. As with the ideal fractal 

of the von Koch snowflake, the number of steps required varies with the scaling factor l/rD 

so:

length r * - i -  or — ?—
}. D  fm( D - 1)

The value of D for coastlines and river lengths can be empirically estimated by the use of 

Richardson plots.

A Richardson plot is constructed by plotting the log of the measured lengths by the 

log of the units of measure. If the pattern is fractal, then a straight line results over a 

significant part of the plot. The slope of this line is a measure of the sinuosity of the coastline 

and describes how the measure of coastline length changes with a change of scale. 

Mandelbrot incorporated Richardson's work and used the slope of this line to calculate the 

fractal dimension. Since then, Richardson plots have been used extensively to empirically 

derive the fractal dimension of natural patterns.

Figure 3 displays Richardson plots of simulated ideal stream meanders and single



Figure 3. Examples of Richardson Plots
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threaded river lengths from Snow (1989). The first plot of an ideal meander, which is not 

fractal, shows three distinct regions , the two asymptotic regions to the right and left of the 

plot, and the broken area in the center of the plot. The more or less straight line area with a 

slope of zero to the left of the plot indicates the smoothness of the curve at very small scale. 

This region, typical for most Richardson plots, represents the range of the highest resolution 

of the curve or map from which the data was taken. The center disjointed region indicates 

the range over which periodicities occur in the ideal meanders, and the right region indicates 

the large scale ruler lengths over which no resolution of the meanders occur. The Wabash 

River, Indiana produces a more typical Richardson plot of a natural fractal object. The range 

over which the graph is a straight line with negative slope indicates the scale over which the 

pattern o f the river exhibits fractal behavior. A similar region is clearly missing from the 

idealized meanders, which do not contain increasing detail with increasing resolution. A 

pattern may exhibit different levels of fractal behavior at different scales. (Nikora, 1991) This 

phenomenon is indicated when two or more straight line segments of the Richardson plot 

occur at different ranges (Figure 4).

River networks have long been characterized by bifurcation and length ratios, 

measures developed by Horton (1945) and Strahler (1952). Hortonian analyses assume that 

the bifurcation ratios and length ratios between stream orders are constant across all stream 

orders. The bifurcation ratio is:

Rb=Nw_ j/Nw

and the length ratio is:

Ri=Lu/Lu._,

where Nw is the number of streams of order w, and Lw is the mean length of stream or order
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vv. These measures may be linked to two aspects of river networks which exhibit fractal 

behavior, the sinuosity of the streams (Mandelbrot, 1983, Hjelmfelt, 1988), and the degree 

of branching of the stream network (Tarboton, 1988, 1990, La Barbara and Rosso 1989, 

1990). There is still discussion on the exact derivation of the fractal dimension from the 

bifurcation and length ratios , but their forms are similar. A summary, provided by Nikora ( 

1993) follows:

La Barbera and Rosso [ 1987,1989]

In R r
D  = ------ 2

In R l

Nikora [ 1988] and Nikora et al. [ 1989]

In R r In R r In R r  D _ D   D
In R. In R In R .L p  A

Tarboton et al. [1988,1990]

In R r
D = d  2

In Rl

La Barbera and Rosso [1990]
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In R BD =
2 -  d  In R L

and Rosso et al. [1991]

In R
-  =  2

In R BD  = d
In R L In R

where D is fractal dimension, RB is the bifurcation ratio, IjL is the length ratio, g. is the 

catchment area ratio, Rp is the perimeter of the catchment area, and d is a constant.

Another method of determining the fractal dimension of patterns is the functional box- 

counting method. The pattern of interest is overlaid with grids of varying mesh size. If r is 

the length of a side of a cell, with area r ,  and N(r) is the number of cells which contain an 

element of the pattern, then (if the pattern follows fractal behavior):

N(r) oc r ' D

and Richardson plots may be constructed to empirically determine D. The box-counting 

method can be extended using cubes of higher dimensions if desired ( Bamesly, 1988, 

Mandelbrot, 1982).

Tidal channels do not have hierarchical orders of streams and tributaries as single 

channel river networks do, instead they more closely resemble braided river networks. This 

prevents characterization using Hortonian measures, which may, in any case, be labor 

intensive. For the same reason, they are not amenable to analysis using the 'ruler' method

13



which Richardson used on coastlines. Nikora (1991) has employed the functional box- 

counting method to determine the fractal dimension of braided rivers. The same methodology 

can be used to determine the fractal dimension of tidal networks.

When employing the box-counting method, the grid should overlay the pattern of 

interest so that the count of the number of boxes which cover the pattern is a minimum. 

(Bamesly 1988, Garcia-Ruiz, 1992). Voss (1988) suggests using the box-counting method 

by placing the grids over the pattern at many different origins and using the mean value 

obtained for the fractal dimension. This obviously requires significantly more time and effort, 

and careful reading of past research using the box-counting method suggests that it is rarely 

attempted. The results of the box-counting method may also be affected by the angle of 

rotation of the grid. Ragotzkie (1959) used a method similar to box-counting in which he 

overlaid parallel lines on a tidal network plan and counted the number of intersections of the 

patterns with the lines. He notes that this method may be sensitive to anisotropy in the 

network, but concludes that most networks lack directional orientation. This project explores 

the robustness of single sampling of grid origin and angle of rotation.

14



BACKGROUND

Morphodynamic Aspects

The hydrology and geometry of tidal creeks form a morphodynamic feedback system. 

The geometry of tidal creeks determines the hydrology, the hydrology determines the 

sediment transport, and the sediment transport, in turn, determines the geometry. The 

ecological processes of the marsh are intimately related to this system. The highly branched 

and sinuous creek system shown in Figure 5 will retard the transport of nutrients and sediment 

through frictional damping of the water flow more than a creek system with relatively 

straighter creeks such as the one in Fig 6. Another type of tidal creek network system is 

shown in Figure 7. The hydrology and consequently, the sediment and nutrient flux, of this 

system are affected by the ponding that is typical of drowning salt marshes such as this one.

The interaction of the ecological and physical processes in the boundary layer is an 

important component of the creek pattern morphodynamics. Bed forms and substrate 

erodibility are mediated by the biology through algal and bacterial mats, polychaetes, shellfish, 

and fiddler crabs. (Wildish and Miyares, 1990, Escartin and Aubrey, 1995). These organisms 

change the roughness and the critical shear stress of the bed, and affect the amount of energy 

which must be expended by the flow (Figure 8).
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Figure 5. Color Infrared Aerial View of a Marsh
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Figure 6. Color Infrared Aerial View of a Marsh
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Figure 7. Color Infrared Aerial View of a Marsh
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Energy Expenditure in Creeks

The typical dendritic pattern of riverine drainage systems has been shown to be related 

to the laws of minimum energy dissipation (eg. Rodriquez-Iturbe(1992)). These laws, posited 

by Leopold and Langbein (1962) are:

1. Minimum energy is expended in any link of a drainage network.

2. The energy expended per unit area is the same everywhere in the network.

3. The energy expenditure of the system as a whole is minimized.

A quick illustration of how this branching can result from these laws can be found in 

Steven’s 'Patterns in Nature' (1974) from which Figure 9 was derived. Consider each pattern 

as a drainage system with the outlet in the center. The dots are particles of water, and the 

amount of energy expended by the water can be related to the length of the path that the 

water follows. The energy expended by the system as a whole is proportional to the sum of 

the length of all the paths. The first pattern results in the minimum energy expended for the 

system as a whole, but the average energy expended by each individual particle is relatively 

large. The second pattern results in the minimum average energy expenditure for each 

individual particle, but has a high over all energy expenditure. The last, branched pattern, 

provides a balance between the first and the second pattern.

The fractal nature of riverine network patterns and their relation to the laws of 

minimum energy has been explored by Rodriguez-Iturbe (1992). He found that river network 

models simulated by application of these laws resulted in structures whose fractal nature was

20



Figure 9. Theoretical Drainage Patterns
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indistinguishable from that of natural river networks. Per Bak (1987) has suggested that 

fractal structures in space are indicators of self organizing critical processes. A natural system 

may maintain long term stability through small scale instability and episodic catastrophic 

events. In a tidal network system, bank slumping may be envisioned as the result of small 

scale instabilities, and storm and flooding events as catastrophic factors which shape the tidal 

network patterns. Though the actual channels may migrate, the sinuosity, branching 

characteristics, and channel density of the entire network maintain a stable state over time, 

as manifest by a temporally constant fractal dimension.

R iv e r in e  vs  T id a l  C r e e k  H y d r o lo g y  a n d  E v o lu t io n

The flow through a tidal network is significantly different from flow through a river 

network. Not only is the flow bidirectional, but maximum flow, called bankfull discharge, 

occurs with regularity, in contrast to river systems which may experience bankfull discharge 

only during seasonal flood events. Most physical reworking in stream channels is considered 

to occur during bankfull discharge (Pestrong, 1965), and so we might expect the spatial 

pattern of tidal creeks to adjust relatively quickly to anthropogenic or other perturbations in 

the morphodynamic system, such as ditching and storm events. Tidal creeks might be 

expected to exhibit fractal behavior in response to the same principles which guide riverine 

dendritic pattern development, but to exhibit different values for their fractal dimension.

The initial development of tidal network systems is also different from that of a 

riverine drainage system. A transgressing estuarine marsh invades mature upland systems as 

it migrates landward with rising sea level. Creek geomorphology, hydrology, and community
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structure along with associated processes such as nutrient and sediment flux follow a gradient 

from the ephemeral immature creeks at the landward edge to the mature stable creeks at the 

mouth. The shallow ephemeral creeks are filled for less than half of the tidal stage, hence they 

are flood dominated and tend to import nutrients and sediment (Boone and Byrne, 1981, 

Friedrichs and Aubrey, 1988). As the creek matures, the sinuous and unstable patterns of 

these ephemeral creeks become established by constraint of the lateral flow (Murray and 

Paola, 1994), presumably through vegetation colonization. With rising sea level the channels 

deepen and the tidal velocity asymmetry tends toward ebb dominance. The once ephemeral 

creeks must adjust to a geometrically increasing amount of discharge, as determined by the 

hypsometry of the marsh, and a concomitant amount of energy dissipation. This transition 

under the principles of equal and minimum energy dissipation begins to reshape the meanders 

formed under flood dominance and may account for the difference in sinuosity between old 

and new creeks. The transitional creeks have been found to have the highest sinuosity, 

followed by the ephemeral creeks, and least sinuous, the older mature creeks (Dame et 

al, 1992.) The changing flow regime changes the spatial distribution of the shear stresses 

experienced by the banks of the immature creeks, producing new bends and contours through 

erosion, thereby increasing the sinuosity. Eventually ebb erosional forces begin to straighten 

out the creek while dikes vegetated by tall-form Spartina form on the edge. The tall-form 

Spartina, initiated by the high flushing rate at the bank, create a positive feedback for 

increased growth by attracting Uca. who further increase flushing levels through bioirrigation. 

The straighter deeper mature creek with more durable banks tends to export nutrients and 

particulates.

Lagoonal and prograding marshes do not experience this changing discharge with



evolution. Instead, once a creek is formed, it always drains a constant amount of area, while 

the marsh extends lagoonward. If the degree of sinuosity and branching is a response to the 

amount of energy which must be dissipated, then the patterns of similarly aged creeks will 

differ between lagoonal and transgressing marsh systems.

Morphodynamics in Ecological Context

Water is the transport medium for suspended sediment, nutrients, and salinity in and 

out of a tidal marsh. The flow of water is directly determined by the creek geometry and 

friction along the bed and bank. At the same time, the flow may modify the geometry through 

deposition of suspended material or erosion of the bed or banks. The relatively flat slopes, 

shallow channels, and soft sediments make friction an important component in the flow of 

water through tidal networks. A high degree of sinuosity and branching creates more area 

for the flow to cross and amplifies the effect of these factors. The frictional damping of the 

tidal flow, as well as the increased distance between some parts of the marsh and open water 

may result in a feedback loop between the physical and biological processes within the 

network. As the tidal exchange efficiency is decreased, the nutrient flux in and out of the 

marsh is affected. A tidal network, or portion thereof, with a high fractal dimension might 

be expected to have a low tidal exchange efficiency, which would retard export or import of 

nutrients, and so play an important role in determining the biotic processes and community 

structure there. Results from studying import and export of nutrients from different tidal 

marshes vary widely (e.g. Jordan and Correll, 1991). Differences in fractal dimension may 

help explain differences in nutrient flux between marshes.
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Summary

The energy expenditure of the water flow in the marsh is a function of the tidal prism, 

distortion of the tidal cycle, underlying geography, and all the biogenic processes affecting 

the soil. These processes and the feedbacks between them should be embodied in the network 

pattern. So we might expect marshes which have similar processes to exhibit, not the exact 

same pattern, but patterns which similarly dissipate the energy of the system, and thus to have 

the same fractal dimension. Marshes which are functionally different with respect to import 

or export of nutrients, or different evolutionally, or different in other factors may exhibit 

different fractal dimensions.
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OBJECTIVES

To examine these ideas I have analyzed three marshes on the Eastern Shore, Virginia, 
relative to the following objectives:

1. Determine if tidal networks are spatially distributed in a fractal manner over a
defined range of scales.

2. If so, determine the fractal dimension over these scales for tidal networks on the
Eastern Shore, Va.

3. Compare and evaluate the consistency of the fractal dimension among the tidal
networks.

In addition , the following tests of the functional box-counting methodology were 
performed:

4. Test the robustness of the box-counting technique to various rotations and origins 
of the overlaid grid.

5. Compare the results empirically derived from the box-counting technique with the 
results from applying the theoretically derived equations for the fractal dimension 
as a function of the bifurcation and length ratios.
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METHODS

Marsh Description

The three drainage network patterns analyzed are parts of large marsh expanses 

behind back barrier islands located on the Eastern Shore, Virginia (Figure 10). They are 

lagoonal marshes with well developed drainage patterns and creeks perhaps hundreds of years 

old (Osgood and Zieman, 1993). with no appreciable freshwater input. The vegetation is 

dominated by tall, medium, and short form Spartina alterniflora, and Jiincns roemerianus. 

The tidal range is about 1.25 meters. Sea level rise has been estimated to be 2.8 - 4.22 mm/yr 

in the last 60 years (Oertel et al, 1989).

The final drainage network patterns cover areas of 2193 by 2176, 2986 by 7240, and 

6150 by 10600 square meters for the Wachapreague, Big Creek, and Mockhorn Island 

marshes, respectively.
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Figure 10. Marsh Locations
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Preparation o f Photographs fo r  Analysis

Color infrared photographs were taken of the three marshes at an altitude of 5000 feet 

using nine inch format S2443 film with a T-l 1 areal camera, 152.4 mm lens, resulting in a 

field of view of 73 degrees. Two overlapping photographs of Wachapreague marsh and Big 

Creek marsh were used.

The photographs were scanned at a pixel width of 25 microns, about 1000 dpi, using 

a Vexcel scanner by ImageScans, Denver, Colorado. The scanned images (Figures 11-13) 

were then converted into an ERDAS format, and georeferenced to Universal Transverse 

Mercator coordinates against digitized shoreline coverages prepared by the Virginia Instute 

of Marine Science’s Resource Management and Policy D epartm ent. The creek networks for 

each photograph were then digitized into an arc coverage using ARC-INFO software. The 

maximum error of this digitizing was 3 meters (the snap distance), but usually was no more 

that 1 meter. All creeks as narrow as 3 meters were digitized. The coverages of adjacent 

photographs were then joined using the Link and Edgematching facilities of ARC-INFO. The 

final drainage network patterns for the three marshes are shown in Figures 14-16, with 

resolutions around, for the Wachapreague marsh for example, 0.32 meters width per pixel. 

This is significantly higher resolution than is available through USGS digitized hydrology.

T h e  F u n c t io n a l  B o x - c o u n t in g  M e th o d

The functional box-counting method was performed as described by e.g. 

Lovejoy(1988) and Voss(198S)) upon the arc coverages of the three marshes. Using ARC- 

INFO software, each coverage was gridded at log increments. Preliminary analyses suggested
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Figure 11. Scanned Photograph of Mockorn Island



Figure 12

Scanned Photograph of Big Creek Marsh



Figure 13. Scanned Photograph of Wachapreague Marsh
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Figure 14

Mockhorn island Marsh Drainage Network
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Figure 15 

Big Creek Marsh Drainage Network
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Figure 16

Wachapreague Marsh Drainage Network
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that an appropriate range of mesh sizes for comparison of these three marshes is from 5 to 

200 meters. Smaller mesh sizes provided no further information. The slope of the 

Richardson plot for smaller sizes is very close to -1, (between -1.01 and -1.00). Mesh sizes 

above 200 meters produce erratic results as the total number of boxes in the grid becomes 

small (12 boxes per side for the Wachapreague marsh). Mesh sizes were incremented 

logarithmically to equalize the sensitivity of the regressions to individual data points at both 

ends of the Richardson plot.

The Value Attribute Table produced by ARC-INFO for each grid was output to an 

ascii file. This file was input to a S AS program which calculated the number of boxes which 

contained an element of the creek network pattern for each box size.

Calculations of the slopes of the Richardson curves were also performed in SAS. 

Straight line regressions of consecutive five point moving subsets of the mesh sizes were used 

to estimate the tangent of each curve at the midpoint of the subset.

The traditional method of procuring the fractal dimension with the box-counting 

method is to use the estimated slope of a straight line regression through an arbitrarily chosen 

range of points of the Richardson plot, or often, when there are few points, to use all of them. 

The fractal dimension is simply the negative of the slope. Visual examination of the 

Richardson plots for the three marshes suggests that there are two fractal behaviors being 

expressed. Consequently, the Richardson plots were split into two ranges, and straight line 

regressions performed on the two subsets of points. In order to introduce some objectivity 

into choosing the slopes for multifractal behavior, the split point was determined by choosing 

the point which produced the greatest difference in slopes between the two lines.
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Link analysis

The patterns of linkage points for each network was constructed in ARC-INFO. 

Pseudo-nodes, those nodes which do not occur at intersections of lines, were removed. The 

remaining nodes were then converted to a point coverage. This point coverage was then 

subjected to the same box-counting algorithm as the arc coverage was for the channel 

analysis.

Rotation and Origin Variation

ARC-INFO uses the upper right hand corner of the coverage as the origin for the arc 

to grid procedure, thus a rotation of coordinates around the center of the coverage results in 

a change of origin as well as a rotation of the overlaying grid used in the box-counting 

method. The creek network for the Wachapreague marsh was rotated about the center of the 

network at angles of 18, 36, 54, and 72 degrees. This was accomplished by transforming the 

tics of each coverage :

.v '={x-xm ) *cosa- (y -y shifi) *sina 

>’ /=<x-x^lft) *sina+(y-vdn/,) *cosa

where x', y' are the transformed coordinates, xshift, yshift determine the center point of rotation, 

and a is the degree of rotation desired. The arc coverage was then reprojected onto the 

transformed tic points, and subjected to the same box-counting algorithm.
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H yperbola Fitting o f  Richardson P lot

If the functional box-counting method is employed with a complete ideal range of box 

sizes, then the slope of the Richardson plot at the smallest box sizes must be equal to that of 

the lowest dimension of the element of the pattern being analyzed. For the channel analysis, 

the element of the pattern is linear, thus the slope at the smallest box sizes is -1. For the link 

analysis, the elements of the pattern are points, and the slope at the smallest box sizes is (-) 

0. At large box sizes, every box contains an element of the pattern, and an increase in box 

size results in a concomitant decrease of the number of boxes counted by the square root of 

the increase. Thus, the slope at large box sizes is -2. The curve of Richardson plots may then 

be characterized by a hyperbola which has as its asymptotes a line with slope of zero for the 

link analysis, or negative one for the channel analysis, and a line with slope of negative two.

The Nelder-Meade simplex search method in Matlab was used to minimize the root 

mean square difference of the predicted hyperbola vs. the observed values of the log cell size 

and log cell count coordinates for each Richardson plot. The asymptotes for the channel 

analysis are:

.v ~vo= - 2 *(-Y' ro)

and the hyperbola to be fitted:

[(v-v0) + ( - y - * 0 ) ]  [(y-yQ) + 2  * ( x - a 0) ]  = c
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s  (y-(>■„ +1.5 *x0- 1.5 *x-(c+. 25 * (x -x0)2),>5f )  
K lv lo ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- — ------------------— -

(50-3)

resulting in the function to be minimized:

2 (y -(y 0 +1.5 *xQ- 1.5 *x-(c+. 25 * ( a ' - * 0 ) 2) 0 -5 ) 2)
R M S -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(50-3)

where the parameters to be estimated are the center of the hyperbola at Xq, y0, and the 

distance to the foci, c.

The asymptotes for the link analysis are:

>-}’o=0

>->•„=-2 *(.v-.v„)

and the hyperbola to be fitted:

(y -y0) [(>' -y0) +2 * (* -x 0)] =c

and its corresponding function to be minimized:

2  ( y  -  (>o  "  ( x  ~ x 0)  -  r 0) 2 + c ) 0 - ) 2)
RMS=-

(50-3)
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Hortonian Analysis

O f the three marsh systems, only the Wachapreague marsh system appeared to be 

amenable to Hortonian analysis. The drainage pattern of the marsh at Wachapreague allowed 

identification of several discrete drainage patterns which either were not connected to other 

patterns in the marsh, or connected minimally (Figure 17). A few islands were eliminated and 

3 shallow creeks were separated in order to perform stream ordering on the discrete patterns. 

These separations occurred in shallow areas, usually in mudflats, and seemed to be natural 

boundaries between the 'watersheds'. Several of the resulting subpattems were dendritic with 

little braiding. Six of these watersheds were chosen for Hortonian analysis. Streams were 

ordered according to the Strahler technique and bifurcation and length ratios were calculated 

for each watershed and overall (Tables 4,5). These values were used to calculate the fractal 

dimension using the derivation of La Barbera and Rosso (1987,1989, see Background 

section).
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Figure 17

Watershed Divisions of Wachapreague Marsh Network
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RESULTS

Channel Analysis

The Richardson plots for the three marshes are presented in Figure 18. Each curve 

consists of 50 mesh sizes in log increments from 5 to 200 meters. The Richardson plots look 

as would be expected from a fractal pattern. Note the bend in the middle of the plot, which 

occurs around box sizes of 55 meters. The intercept shifts are caused by the differences in 

total area of the networks. The slopes of all three marshes appear remarkably similar, and it 

is difficult to discern much difference between them.

The slopes of the lines can be more closely compared by plotting estimates of the 

tangents to the curve of the three marshes (Figure 19). As expected, the slopes start at close 

to negative one at small mesh sizes, and steepen at larger mesh sizes. Note that the 

magnitude of the slopes for Mockhom Island are consistently less that those for the other two 

marshes, which appear to be equal. Compare these slopes with those obtained from an 

arbitrary nonfractal pattern in Figure 20. The non-fractal pattern has a constant slope of -1 

for the smaller box sizes. Once the box size reaches a threshold value, that size where every 

box contains an element of the pattern, the slope jumps toward -2. In contrast, the slopes of 

the marsh drainage patterns change gradually from -1 to -2, expressing fractal behaviour 

between these extremes. In this range, the total measured length of the network drainage
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pattern is scale dependent. More precisely, the behaviour agrees with the definition of a 

physical fractal object according to Vicsek (1992), "In general, we call a physical object 

fractal, i f  measuring its volume, surface or length with d, d-1 etc. dimensional hyperballs 

it is not possible to obtain a well converging fin ite measure fo r  these quantities when 

changing I over several orders o f  magnitude". The boxes in this case are analogous to 2 

dimensional hyperballs, or sometimes called 2 dimensional cubes, for generalization of higher 

dimensional box-counting.

The fractal dimensions obtained from splitting the Richardson plots into two curves 

are presented in Table 1. Note again that the values for all three marshes are very similar. 

The Richardson Plot of Mockhorn Island does not have a maximum difference in slopes in 

the middle of the plot, but rather results in a constant increase of slope differences as the 

splitting threshold increases up to the largest mesh sizes. At a split of mesh size equal to 121 

meters, the two slopes are -1.17 and -1.72. The regression for the mesh sizes greater that 121 

meters is performed on only the 5 largest mesh sizes.

Link Analysis

Removing the linear elements from the drainage network patterns produces a pattern 

of points located at each of the creek intersections, called links, of the original network. If 

the branching pattern is fractal, then the distribution of the locations of the links should also 

be fractal, and the pattern of points is amenable to the functional box-counting technique. 

Extraction of the linear elements from the drainage pattern divests the pattern of the sinuosity 

characteristics, but preserves the fractal nature of the branching. The pattern of points thus
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Table 1. Fractal Dimensions from Richardson Plots, Channel Analysis

Marsh split pt. (ml small scale f.d. large scale f.d.

Wachapreague 55 1.14 1.63

Big Creek 90 1.18 1.68

Mockhom Isl.* 121 1.17 1.72

* The large scale f.d. was determined from only the 5 largest mesh sizes, see text
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produced for Wachapreague marsh is shown in Figure 21 and the Richardson plots for all 

three marshes for this link analysis is shown in Figure 22. The corresponding plots of the 

slopes of the tangents to these curves are calculated the same as for the channel analysis and 

shown in Figure 23. Note again the similarity of the three curves in the link analysis. At the 

smaller mesh sizes the slope of the curve is near zero, the dimension of the elemental points, 

and again, at around a mesh size of 55 meters the slope begins to steepen quickly.

Hyperbola Fitting o f  Richardson Plot

The results of fitting the Richardson curves to hyperbolas for each marsh and each 

analysis (channel and link) are shown in Table 2. The Nelder-Meade simplex search method 

was used to minimize the root mean square difference of the predicted vs. the observed 

values. Note from Figure 24 that the estimated hyperbolas fit the data very closely, 

suggesting that this estimation may be preferable to the traditional straight line fit of the 

Richardson plots.

Rotation and Origin Variation

Functional box-counting analysis was performed on the Wachapreague marsh system 

with the overlaying grids rotated about the center IB, 36, 54, and 72 degrees. Since the 

origin of the GRID subprogram of ARC-INFO uses the upper right comer as the origin, these 

rotations also resulted in a change of origin. The variations between the Richardson plots for
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Figure 21

Wachapreague Marsh Linkage Pattern
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Table 2. Hyperbola Parameter Estimates

Channel Analysis 

M arsh Xo Xo £

W achapreague 4.26 7.03 0.430

Big Creek 4.32 8.22 0.408

M ockhom  4.42 8.42 0.282

Link Analysis

Marsh Xq Xo C

W achapreague 4.23 7.37 1.969

Big Creek 4.44 8.28 1.623

M ockhom  4.60 8.33 1.185
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these rotations, and the original georeferenced image, are so slight that the graphs lie on top 

o f each other, so are not presented here. Table 3 presents the parameter estimates of 

hyperbola fitting the Richardson plots of the rotations. Note the close similarity of the 

estimates and the low root mean square errors. It appears that for marsh drainage networks, 

a single grid orientation and origin provides a robust estimate of the network's fractal 

behaviour.

Hortonian Analysis

La Barbara and Rosso (1989) as well as others (see Background) derived fractal 

dimensions from the bifurcation and stream length ratios of dendritic river drainage systems. 

The derivations depend upon the Hortonian assumptions of constant bifurcation and length 

ratios over all stream orders. Whether this assumption holds true for the ratios by watershed 

or over all watersheds is problematic. Examination of the results across watersheds in Table 

5 suggests that the stream length ratios seem to be fairly constant, but the bifurcation ratios 

appear have two modes, about 1.9 for stream orders 1 through 3, and about 3.2 for stream 

orders 3 through 5. Using Tarboten et al's (1989) equation results in a fractal dimension of 

2.2 including all orders of streams, while using just orders 1 through 3 results in D = 1.3.
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Table 3. Hyperbola Parameter Estimates for 
Rotations o f Wachapreague Marsh

Rotation (degrees) Xo Xo Q

0 4.26 7.03 0.430

18 4.22 7.07 0.406

36 4.23 7.07 0.411

54 4.25 7.04 0.410

72 4.23 7.04 0.410

RMS Error

.00015

.00015

.00009

.00020

.00005
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Table 4. Hortonian'Analysis o f  Wachapreague Marsh by Watershed 

Across watersheds:

Watershed Order E*, Ej

1 1 1.69 1.88
2 2.60 5.48
3 5.0 - 4.58
4 0.75 1.53

2 1 1.87 2.97
2 1.73 3.90
3 11.0 11.89
4 0.67 0.81

3 1 1.55 2.20
2 3.0 6.65
3 2.43 5.62
4 3.5 3.75

4 1 1.88 2.68
2 1.88 3.46
3 1.54 1.47

5 1 2.06 3.47
2 1.50 2.37
3 2.40 4.48

6 1 3.00 4.03
2 0.60 0.97
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Table 5.' Hortonian Analysis o f Wachapreague Marsh

Across watersheds:

Order Rb R,

1 1.799 1.355
2 1.978 2.079
3 3.321 1.325
4 3.111 1.340

mean 2.552 1.525

All orders:

D = (ln(Rb)) / (ln(Rl)) = .937/.422 = 2.22 

Orders 1-2:

mean 1.88 1.6

D = .63/.47 = 1.34
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DISCUSSION

Box-counting Technique

Virtually all of the regressions performed in these results had R-square coefficients 

greater than .99. In fact, a regression of any arbitrarily chosen subset of points on the 

Richardson plot will produce an almost perfect R-square. Thus it is tempting to conclude 

confidently that the negative of the slope is the value of the fractal dimension.

M ost estimates of the fractal dimension using the box-counting technique in the 

literature are performed on very few points. In this study, the automation of this technique 

with computer software has provided the opportunity to perform sampling at small intervals 

across a broad range of scales. Closer inspection of the tangents of the Richardson plot 

reveals a constant gradual change of the slope across the sampled range, and no obvious 

range over which there is a constant slope, except at the very small mesh sizes where the 

slope is essentially -1. This leads to the condition that for small samples of mesh sizes, the 

slope obtained is very dependent upon the choice of mesh sizes.

One explanation of the lack of a distinct constant slope over a specific range of mesh 

sizes is that it is the result of two overlapping self similar regions. The smaller mesh sizes 

reveal the degree of sinuosity of the channels, the linear elements of the creek network
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pattern. At larger mesh sizes, the branching pattern begins to be revealed. If these ranges 

overlap, then we should get a gradual transition from one slope to the other. Similar results 

were found by Tarboten et al (1989) for a drainage networks derived from Digital Elevation 

Maps (DEM’s).

Tarboten et al's results found slopes much closer to -2.0 at large mesh sizes than were 

found for marshes in this study. I believe this is partially an artifact of the derivation o f the 

network from DEM's, instead of real streams. This slope at large mesh sizes, they argue, is 

evidence that the drainage basin is completely space filling, as would be intuited from the fact 

that the entire area must be drained. However, salt marsh drainage networks discharge 

significant amounts of water over the marsh and by lateral transport through sediment 

macropores (Yelverton and Hackney, 1986, Whiting and Childers, 1989, Harvey et al 1987). 

Marshes with less hydraulically conductive substrate matrices may necessarily have more 

space filling drainage networks, and therefore fractal dimensions closer to 2.

In addition to the probable multi-fractal nature of the pattern, a more fundamental 

characteristic of the Richardson plots is responsible for the nonlinearity of the curve. As 

discussed previously, the slope of the curve at the finest resolution of the pattern must be of 

the same dimension of the pattern. For the channel analysis, the one dimensional elements of 

the creeks mandate that at small resolutions the slope of the Richardson plot must be -1. For 

the link analyses, the 0 dimension of the points results in a slope of 0 at fine resolutions. The 

points of the link analysis and the lines representing the creeks are distributed across a flat 

area. Therefore, at large resolutions, when all of the pattern has been covered, the slope of 

the Richardson plot must be -2. Had the points and lines been distributed in 3-space, the 

slopes at large resolutions would be -3. The results of this study suggest that the way in
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which the curve of the Richardson plot approaches its two asymptotes is more indicative of 

the fractal nature, than an estimated straight line slope over a specific range. Note again the 

comparison in Figure 20 of the fractal pattern and the Euclidean pattern. A random sparse 

sampling of box sizes of the Euclidean pattern may well have resulted in the same straight line 

slope as that of the fractal marsh pattern.

The characterization of the Richardson plot as a hyperbola may sufficiently describe 

the multifractal behavior of a specific pattern, allowing quantitative comparisons of different 

patterns, and obviating the arbitrary selection of ranges on the Richardson plot used to 

determine a specific value for one or more fractal dimensions.

Relationship between Link and Channel Analysis

Figure 25 compares the slopes from the link analysis with those of the channel 

analysis. For any given mesh size, the link analysis always has a shallower slope than that of 

the channel analysis. This reflects the inability of the channel analysis to distinguish between 

the linear effects of the drainage pattern and the branching effects, at larger mesh sizes.

It is important to remember that the fractal dimension of the channel and link analyses 

describe different attributes. The channel analyses describe how the total measured length of 

the network changes with a change in the scale, while the link analyses describe how the 

observed number of intersections of the network changes with a change of scale. Clearly, as 

more and more intersections are resolved in the network at smaller scales, the total measured 

length of the network must also increase. But the link analysis does not indicate how quickly
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the total measured length changes with changing scale, and could not, as there is no 

information about the sinuosity of the channels in the point pattern of link locations. 

Therefore, while the self similar branching behavior may be dominant at the larger mesh sizes 

in the channel analysis, it should not be expected to have the same fractal dimension as that 

expressed in the link analysis, even at the same larger mesh sizes.

The relationship between the two fractal behaviors may be more closely examined by 

plotting the slopes of the respective Richardson plots for each mesh size (Figures 26-28). 

Note that for all marshes at small mesh sizes there seems to be little relation between the two 

(plot goes from large mesh sizes in the lower left to small mesh sizes in the upper right). In 

the midscale mesh sizes, especially for Mockhorn Island, and to some degree in Big Creek 

marsh, the departure of the graph from a slope of 2 indicates that the rate of change of slope 

is different for the two fractal behaviors in this range. As the plot goes from smaller mesh 

sizes to larger mesh sizes, the slope of the channel analyses changes more quickly than the 

change of slope of the link analyses. This suggests that within this range of scales that the 

change in total measured length (channel analysis) is more of a result from the sinuosity of the 

creeks than from the degree of branching. Eventually, both slopes must reach -2, and this is 

reflected in the return of the curve to the slope -2 .

Hypothesis Testing o f Richardson Plots

One of the underlying assumptions for testing of difference of slopes of two or more 

different regressions is that the dependent values (ln(number of boxes counted)) are 

independent and identically distributed for each 'x' value (ln(box size)). This is not the case
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for the points in a Richardson plot. Once a grid origin and orientation are established, the 

ln(number of boxes counted) is determined for each and every value of box-size chosen, that 

is to say, they are not independent. The same holds true for the parameter estimates of the 

hyperbolic curves. The residual errors for the estimated slopes of the Richardson plots are 

intentionally not reported here to prevent their misuse for testing for differences in slopes.

It may be possible to consider the entire pattern under investigation as a population 

where the population statistic to be estimated is the fractal dimension. Each grid 

origin/orientation is a sample point, from which an estimated fractal dimension is derived. By 

random sampling of grid origin/orientation values, an estimate of population parameter and 

population variance of the parameter may be obtained. The investigation of the robustness 

of choice of origin/orientation essentially employs a systematic random sampling method. 

The original orientation is a random grid origin/orientation value, and subsequent samples are 

systematically rotated 18 degrees. If this type of sampling was performed upon the other two 

marsh patterns, it may be possible to jointly test for equality of the three parameter x0, y0, and 

c. Inspection of Table 3 suggests that if the other two marshes had a similar variance of the 

parameters, that the estimated value for the c parameter of Mockhom Island would be 

significantly different from the other two marshes. The difference is also suggested by the 

plots of slopes in Figures 19 and 23.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the comparison of the Richardson plots for the marsh drainage systems and 

a non-fractal pattern, the drainage network patterns of the three marshes are indeed fractal, 

and the fractal behavior of all three marshes are remarkably similar. This supports the idea 

that marsh drainage patterns from marshes with similar evolution, hydrology, and underlying 

geology should display similar fractal behavior. Because of the gradually changing slope of 

the Richardson plots of the three marshes it is difficult to ascertain an exact value or values 

o f the fractal dimensions. The comparison of the channel analyses and the link analyses 

indicate that there are at least two types of fractal behavior in the patterns, namely, sinuosity 

and branching. The parameters estimated from fitting the Richardson plots to a hyperbola 

provide an alternative quantitative way of measuring the fractal behavior of a pattern. The 

box-counting technique is extremely robust with respect to the choice of origin and rotation 

of the overlaying grids. In the one marsh in which it was possible to identify discrete drainage 

patterns, Horton's assumptions of constant bifurcation and length ratios did not appear to be 

supported, and use of the theoretically derived fractal dimension from these values is suspect.
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IMPLICATIONS

The establishment of the fractal nature of tidal creek drainage networks allows further 

research into the development of their patterns. Similar fractal behavior has been 

demonstrated for marshes with similar tidal range and evolution. Now it is possible to 

quantitatively compare these marshes with marshes of different environments and history. We 

may be able to ascertain the evolutionary history or the ecological role of specific marshes 

simply by measuring the fractal dimension of the drainage network pattern.

Methods to determine the fractal dimension of patterns other than the box-counting 

technique warrant investigation.

A numerical model of marsh creek evolution may be developed from the laws of 

minimum energy expenditure and field measurements of factors which determine the energy 

expenditure of water flow in a creek. These factors include the slope and hydraulic radius of 

the creeks, the tidal regime, the discharge, and the critical shear stress of the bed. By 

comparing the fractal dimension of the model output with those of actual marsh drainage 

patterns, it will be possible to elucidate the dominant factors which determine the patterns of 

tidal drainage creeks. This information will be invaluable for predicting changes which may 

be caused by anthropogenic or natural perturbations of an existing drainage system. 

Construction of functional, stable, drainage networks for wetland mitigation projects will also 

be aided by this information.
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